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Calendar of Events
Spring 2022
March 23, 2022
Rep Council
The Meadow Wood

April 2022 - Election Issue!

Morris County School of Technology
Unveils New Lab for Biotechnology

4:30PM

March 25-26, 2022
IPD Overnight Workshop:
“Healing and Self Care”

4:30PM

The Madison Hotel

April 27, 2022
Friend of Education Celebration
The Meadow Wood
4:30PM
May 3, 2022
CBC Workshop

“Bargaining Around Health Benefits”

4:30PM

The Meadow Wood
May 5, 2022
IPD Workshop
“Differentiated Instruction”

The Meadow Wood

4:30PM

May 10, 2022
ESP Workshop
“Health and Safety for ESPs”

The Meadow Wood

4:30PM

May 14, 2022
Optical Fair
Morris Plains VFW

9AM- 1PM

May 17, 2022
LAT Workshop
The Meadow Wood

4:30PM

May 19, 2022
Early Career Clambake
Black River Barn
4:30PM
May 25, 2022
Rep Council
The Meadow Wood

4:30PM

June 1, 2022
Retirement Dinner
The Meadow Wood

5:00PM

June 12, 2022
Spring Fest
Morris Plains VFW

10AM- 2PM

Photo credit: Peter Schuber Photography

Students, faculty, parents, and industry partners recently gathered
to celebrate the opening of a brand-new, state-of-the-art biotechnology lab
at the Morris County School of Technology, in Denville. The lab, designed in
collaboration with industry professionals, will serve as the primary learning
space for students in the Academy for Biotechnology.
According to the Morris County Economic Development Corporation,
Morris County is the epicenter of New Jersey’s biotechnology industry and
has emerged as a nationally recognized life sciences hub. The presence of
global companies such as Novartis, Bayer, Alvogen, Allergan, Euroimmun US,
Pfizer, LEO Pharma, and Ferring Pharmaceuticals make the region attractive
for additional investment. In addition, the regional job concentration for the
biotechnology industry is 3.42 times the national job concentration and jobs
are projected to grow by 9.4% between 2020-2025. Career and Technical
Education (CTE) programs, such as the Academy for Biotechnology, prepare
students for these career opportunities, while still in high school and, in so
doing, help to grow a skilled workforce.
What is biotechnology? According to the Academy for Biotechnology Teacher, Alessandro Pizzo, biotechnology is the process of using microorganisms to produce products that are useful to society. In the four-year
program, students in the Academy develop research and laboratory skills
through learning in a hands-on, project-based model guided by real-world
applications. “Our students will have full use of this lab space in order to
grow microorganisms and analyze DNA sequences and proteins that they
harvest from the organisms,” said Pizzo.
“As you can see, this is not your typical high school science lab. It
represents what our students will see in the biotechnology field,” said Kerry
Eberhardt, Director of Programs at the Morris County Vocational School District. “This result was only possible with the guidance and support of postsecondary and industry partners who sit on the Academy Advisory Council
and we are very grateful for their partnership.”
The Morris County Vocational School District values industry partnerships, and welcomes organizations to reach out with opportunities to partner
and/or provide student internships.

President’s Perspective
Laurie Schorno
Social-Emotional Learning
to Functional Practice
This issue’s President’s Perspective comes courtesy of Barbara Gilbert, a
Science teacher in Boonton. As an enrollee in the only Social Emotional Learning
Master’s Program in the United States, she
brings a fresh perspective to SEL.
What mental image comes to
mind, when the administration informs
the staff that the school’s upcoming professional development day will include
a Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) session? Such an occasion may bring to mind
enriching experiences that helped connect
colleagues and students on a deeper level,
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while some people might remember seemingly pointless exercises. As an educator,
SEL, either with staff, students, or a combination of both, has become part of the
profession. However, the level of depth
that each school reaches with SEL initiatives varies greatly, and, as a result, teachers’ understanding of and appreciation for
SEL, as a functional tool for improving
the school, varies significantly.
Before enrolling in my Master’s program in SEL, my understanding
of SEL consisted of ideas and activities
presented to me at work. My introduction to SEL, as an educator, came in the
form of an activity where we engaged in
deep-breathing exercises. This activity led
me to want to discover more about SEL,
among the many other important factors
that contribute to a healthy school. Despite
the limited amount of time teachers have,
I believe that learning more about SEL
can benefit the entire school community.
Some of us unconsciously use SEL, and
with more support and instruction, we can
make mindful use of this growing area of
learning. This multi-tiered concept goes
beyond calming oneself; it involves active
participation, as explained later in this paper.
The program is the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning (CASEL). Serving as a foundation of SEL, the CASEL Wheel, found
at: http://casel.org/fundamentals-of-sel/
what-is-the-caselframework expounds on
five tenets. First, this framework encourages exploration of oneself to become part
of the community, leading people to consider a common issue regarding how to ensure individual rights without a conscious
society. To do this, we need to explore the
components of the CASEL wheel.
The tenants of the CASEL website include the following:
1) “Self Awareness - the ability to
understand one’s own emotions, thoughts
and values and how they influence behaviors across contexts.” This concept states
that individuals should explore themselves
and determine their strengths and weaknesses to build confidence and purpose.
2) “Self-Management: The ability to manage one’s emotions, thoughts,
and behaviors effectively in different situ-

uations to achieve goals and aspirations.”
This principle places accountability back
in the individual’s hands rather than forcing the group as a whole to be responsible.
3) “Responsible Decision Making: The abilities to make caring and constructive choices about personal behavior
and social interactions across diverse situations.” This principle states that individuals are responsible for their choices and
the resulting consequences.
4) “Relationship Skills: The abilities to establish and maintain healthy and
supportive relationships and to effectively
navigate settings with diverse individuals
and groups.” In other words, playing nice
in the sandbox is a sorely lacking principle, especially in the current social milieu.
5) “Social Awareness: The abilities to understand the perspectives of and
empathize with others, including those
from diverse backgrounds, cultures, and
contexts.” We need to see others as richly
contributing to society and accepting that
we all have the right to have different
ideas based upon our varied life experiences.
The above principles serve as the
grounding principles of SEL, and can represent an expanded list of life skills. How
we educate our young people to become
viable, productive parts of our society
may require initiatives that offer opportunities to help them gain skills to navigate
a society that has grown polarized, due in
part to echo chambers.
Here is an example of what I propose: imagine going into a deli and ordering a favorite sub, a rare roast beef, with
lettuce tomato and horseradish sauce on an
Italian roll. The next person, your friend,
in line orders a tuna melt. Why argue over
who orders what? We are allowed differences of opinion. We need to lead our
young charges from the top-down, demonstrating how to agree to disagree within
civil society. We should have the confidence to discuss issues big or small, such
as the mask mandate lift date on March
7, 2022, so that districts can control the
options. Rather than bully someone into
forcing a change of mind, discuss matters
with conviction and evidence-grounded
knowledge of the available choices, and
allow people to come to their conclusions.
Lastly, we need not lead our discussions with emotions, but rather passion. Let our voices be heard as we learn
to listen to even the quietest of voices.

What Is Social Emotional Learning (SEL)?

MCCEA Negotiations Workshop

Want to better understand what SEL is,
why it is important, and where it happens?
The “CASEL Wheel” is the best starting point.
Social and emotional learning
(SEL) is the process through which
all young people and adults acquire
and apply the knowledge, skills,
and attitudes to develop healthy
identities, manage emotions,
achieve personal and collective
goals, feel and show empathy
for others, establish and maintain supportive relationships,
and make responsible and caring decisions.
SEL advances educational
equity and excellence through authentic school-family-community partnerships to establish learning environments and experiences
that feature trusting and collaborative relationships, rigorous and meaningful curriculum and instruction, and ongoing evaluation.
SEL helps address various forms of inequity and empower young people and adults to co-create thriving schools
and contribute to safe, healthy, and just communities. previoExcerpt from www.casel.org, SEL Publications, “CASEL’S SEL Framework”,
Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL). October 2021.

NJ Educator Night at the Devils Game!
March 8, 2022

“BARGAINING AROUND
HEALTH BENEFITS”
This is an ideal workshop for negotiations team members or other association leaders, whether you are currently
in the negotiations process, preparing
for your next round of negotiations, or
wanting to know the latest trends and information about health benefits. We will
discuss current issues facing our Morris
County locals as well as trends at the bargainingtable from across state.
Our NJEA Research staff person on health benefits and pensions,
Mike Salerno, is joining our Field Reps to
present the health benefits information.
We hope your local can come as a team!
Presenters:
Vickie Walsh, Doug Finkel,
John Williams– UniServ Reps
Mike Salerno – NJEA

Where: The Meadow Wood
When: Tuesday, May 3, 2022
Time: 4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Register through Eventbrite which can be
accessed at www.mccea.com
Your NJEA PIN # is needed to register!
Deadline for registration:
April 28, 2022
In order to help protect members’ dues,
reservations that are not honored will be
billed to the member.
Hosted by MCCEA
Laurie Schorno – President
Kathy Paterek – MCCEA Negotiations Chair

FACILITATING
STUDENT
LEARNING

This IPD
workshop was
held February 9,
2022 at The Meadow Wood. It was
presented by Jacynth J. Johnson,
part-time NJEA Consultant and author of “7 Steps to Create A Thriving
Learning Community.”
Currently a Middle School Supervisor in Montgomery Township,
and doctoral candidate in Educational
Leadership, Jacynth has also served
as a Middle School Language Arts
and High School Teacher, and Literacy Coach.
In this workshop, attendees
explored strategies for empowering
educators to empower students in the
classroom.

MCCEA is
Hosting an
Optical Academy Fair!
Saturday, May 14, 2022
Morris Plains VFW
9am to 1pm
There are FREE eye exams, discounts
on glasses and contact lenses.

Registration: 1-800-530-2730
EARLY CAREER
CLAMBAKE
May 19, 2022
at the
BLACK RIVER BARN,
RANDOLPH, 4:30 PM.
Join colleagues for a night
of food, fun, information,
and conversation about you
and your career!

“Health and Safety
for ESPs” Workshop
May 10, 2022, 4:30 PM
The Meadow Wood

NEA Endorses Mikie Sherrill & Tom Malinowski
by Brian Adams, MCCEA LAT Chair

Representatives
Sherrill and Malinowski
have been enthusiastically endorsed by NEA
and NJEA. They have
both proven their commitment to the students, staff, and
families of the schools of NJ, and the country. For example,
both supported the American Rescue Plan (ARP) with the
biggest infusion of funds into schools, in a generation!
In receiving his endorsement, Malinowski said, “New
Jersey has the best public schools in the nation, thanks, in
good measure, to the advocacy of NJEA. Support for our
educators is an investment in the future of our kids, and I
will never stop fighting to ensure they are treated with the
dignity they deserve.”
We look forward to supporting these candidates who
have supported us. Be on the lookout for opportunities to
help re-elect Sherrill and Malinowski.

The Redistricting of Morris County.
What is your new Legislative District?
Every ten years the
political lines of the country
and state are redrawn. The
National Census has been
completed.
We have already
seen the redrawn Congressional districts, now it is
time for the State Legislative Districts. In a bi-partisan vote, the Redistricting
Commission voted 9-2 on
the map.
What does this
mean for Morris County?
LD-25 and LD-26
have been redrawn. New
Official Map by the Redistricting Commissioniouly
towns were placed in LD-24, which now extends down from Morris
County. That makes the bulk of the residents in one of those three
districts, in addition to a few towns, in LD-21.
It also jostles where certain Assembly people live, and
will represent. Assemblyman Barranco will be representing LD-25,
as Jefferson moves into the district, and Assemblyman Bergen is
moved to LD-26.

Morris County School of Technology Teacher of the Year
Colleen Pascale, Academy for Law & Public Safety teacher
was announced the Morris County School of Technology
Teacher of the Year.
Known for her dedication to the community, love for education and commitment to service, Ms. Pascale has been a
leader paving the way for women for many years. She is
a retired Detective Sergeant from the Butler Police Department, after
25 years of service. She served as the first female Police Officer in the
jurisdiction of Butler, and was the first female member of the Butler Fire
Department.
“Service and leadership have always been a part of my life, both
in my community and professionally,” said Colleen Pascale. As a teacher,
she now shares her passion for law enforcement with students, while
providing opportunities to understand contemporary practices and “real
world” experiences.
Pascale is currently a Ph.D. student in Public Service Leadership Criminal Justice at Capella University, and is actively involved in
the school community. She serves as the Varsity Girls Cross-Country
Coach, Assistant Bowling Coach, Civic Engagement Club Advisor, Mock
Trial Team Advisor, NJEA Vocational Education Committee Member,
and MCVTEA President. Additionally, Pascale is an adjunct professor for
County College of Morris in the Department of Engineering Technologies/Engineering Science, teaching various criminal justice courses.
The Academy for Law & Public Safety provides students with an
introduction into the field of law, criminal justice, forensic science, law
enforcement, public affairs and humanities.

Pequannnock Township High School participates in
the “Healing-Centered Engagement Initiative”
Pequannock Township High School (PTHS)
is one of 26 schools, in NJ, that was selected by
The Foundation for Educational Administration,
FEA (the professional learning division of the New
Jersey Principals and Supervisors Association) to
participate in the “Healing-Centered Engagement
(HEC) Initiative.”
This program is in conjunction with the
NJEA and provides training, resources, and grant
money to schools for the purpose of implementing HCE practices. It seeks to address ACES and
trauma in both students and staff. The High
School staff will turnkey the practices for the rest
of the district, with the goal of creating a traumaresponsive, healing environment in every school.
PTHS’s local initiatives have included a grade 9-12 student-driven committee, which creates wellness activities for each grade level and a “Zen” room
for staff, funded by the program’s grant money.
Another initiative is a Virtual Relaxation space, created by Pequannock
Township Education Association Members, HS Social Worker, Kim Buscher,
who initiated the application to the FEA, and School Psychologist, Danielle
McGreevy. The training cohort was especially excited to see this, as it covers a
wide range of wellness and relaxation resources.
You can access the relaxation website at https://sites.google.com/
Pequannock.org/relaxationstation/home.
Pictuted above: Danielle McGreevy, Lee Ann Brensinger, and Kimberly Buscher.
Submitted by: Lee Ann Brensinger, PTHS, Library Media Specialist.

PPPPPPP
Family Social Events

PPPPPPP
Are You Ready To Hear
Dueling Pianos?

Enjoy all the music and greatest hits
from “The Flying Ivories.”

March 31, 2022, 8:30 - 9:30PM
This is a Zoom event.
Register now through March 24th
on Eventbrite at www.mccea.com

Coming Soon!
Mark Your Calendar

April 28, 2022

Fall 2022

September 25, 2022
NY Yankees vs. Boston Red Sox
Check the MCCEA website for
all upcoming social events,
registration links, and ticket
information.
www.mccea.com

Why should you contribute to the Political Action Committee (PAC)?
By Kerri Lee Farrell
What if you could make your job better by purchasing a cup of coffee? Would you do it? Who would
not do that? I am not asking you to order coffee, but I am asking you to spend the equivalent of that much to
help fund political action.
What is political action and why do I care? As you know, every part of our day, from the seat belts on
the school bus, to the mandated recess, to the standardized test, came from somewhere else. Somewhere
in Trenton, there is either a legislator or a bureaucrat making up rules for your whole day. Among the latest
waves of legislation, one proposed by the senator from LD26 right here in Morris County, is to bar the teaching of Critical Race Theory (CRT). Strangely enough, the writers of these bills cannot define CRT…mostly
because it is not a curriculum. So, we cannot teach it. But, that is another issue.
To help get politicians elected that understand, or at least sympathize with educational issues, is the
only goal of the NJEA Political Action Committee (PAC). Are you going to agree with everything and everyone
they support? Probably not. Ed Koch, former mayor of New York City used to say, “If you agree with me on
eight or nine out of twelve things I stand for, vote for me. If you agree with twelve out of twelve, see a psychiatrist.”
No candidate is perfect. Whether you agreed with Phil Murphy’s pandemic choices or not, one cannot
argue that public schools are better off with him than with his defeated opponent. Small donations of $5.00
per month helped make that happen.
For the first time in decades, the TPAF (our pension fund) got a full year's pension payment at the
beginning of the cycle, so any shortfall that may happen later will NOT come from our pension payment, like
a certain dishonest former governor used to do.
No matter what lies they tell you on the radio, TV, or social media, PAC money used for donations is
not dues money. It has to be voluntary. Just $5.00 per month, only $2.50 per pay period, gets you more than
the price of a cup of coffee. This cost is used to protect your job, your benefits, your pension, and your right to
academic freedom. It is a true bargain. It can only come to the PAC by choice, by your choice. Less than fifteen percent of Morris County members choose to donate to PAC. That needs to increase. Use the QR code
to sign up to protect public education today. You will thank yourself later!

Why Handle Tough Times Alone?
The AID-NJEA Helpline Has Served Members And Their Families For Nearly 20 Years!
NJEA members and their families have access to this free and confidential service, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Educators and school counselors are on the line from noon until 8 p.m., Monday through Thursday, and until 6 p.m. on Fridays
to provide peer-to-peer support and information to callers. In addition, University Behavioral Health Care provides mental health
professionals who answer the helpline during all other hours for 24/7 coverage.
Callers seeking help from AID-NJEA can count on:
-Help from Specialists experienced in education and trained in behavioral health;
-A personal response — a “real voice” with no buttons to push;
-Access to thousands of resources from the AID-NJEA Information Directory;
-High quality help by phone for personal, family, and school-related demands.
Whether you are a new teacher, an ESP, or a retired school employee,
AID-NJEA has people who can provide guidance and information to help.
Dial 866-AID-NJEA (243-6532) or email helpline@njea.org.
AID-NJEA is a partnership between NJEA and Rutgers University Behavioral Health Care.

Meet Your MCCEA Nominees for
MCCEA and NJEA Elected Positions
All nominees are running unopposed.

President

Nanette Fandino-Diaz

Vice President

Laurie Schorno
Other than spending time
with my family, nothing brings
me more pleasure than feeling
I’ve helped someone.
For more than 20 years I have
advocated for our profession on the local,
state, national, and even the international
level. Each position has brought a sense of
joy and accomplishment, but none more
satisfying than serving as MCCEA president.
The outstanding officers, elected
delegates, and committee chairs make my
job an absolute breeze. I am both humbled
and honored to serve in this capacity again.
Thank you for your continued support.

Kerri Lee Farrell
I would like to thank
members of MCCEA for
supporting me for another
term as vice president.
Being given the honor to serve the members
of this county makes me think I am fortunate.
When I can attend a ceremony in
June, and hand out a scholarship to a young
person who is about to embark on a career in
education, made possible through the generosity of our members, I know I am fortunate.
Whether it is shepherding our county through constitutional updates or doing the
work of the scholarship committee, this work
is among the most fulfilling of my career.
the

NJEA Delagate Assembly
Gene Behme

Parsipanny-Troy Hills
My name is Gene Behme
and I am currently an elementary educator in the Parsippany-Troy Hills School
District. I have taught in the district for
the past 24 years where I have had many
responsibilities on the local, county, and
NJEA levels.
On the local level, I have been a
building rep for fifteen years, as well as, head
building rep for ten years. I was the association Health and Safety Coordinator for five
years, and currently hold the position of LAT
coordinator for the past five years.
On the county level, I have been
County Rep for the my local for the past six
years and Health and Safety Representative
on the state committee for the past five years.
I have also held the position of DA for two
terms.
On the NJEA level, I worked with
the 200K conversations campaign. It was a
rewarding experience where I had the opportunity to connect with current NJEA members and retirees, to hear the issues affecting
educators. I look forward to doing this again.
I also currently sit on the Health and Safety
State Committee for NJEA as well as the
Delegate Assembly.
It has been a pleasure to represent
Parsippany and Morris County. I will continue to be your voice in the Delegate Assembly
of NJEA. Thank you for your support.

NJEA Delagate Assembly
Alternates

Ann Marie Finnen
Pequannock
I have been privileged to
represent Morris County as a
member of the NJEA Delegate Assembly for the past several years. As a
local President and your County Public Relations Chair, I bring with me experiences and
knowledge that serve me well, as I advocate
for all of our members - certificated and ESP’s.
Please know that I approach this
position with a great sense of duty to be your
voice and ears, as we face the many decisions
and issues that are critical to public education
in Morris County.
I always welcome your thoughts and
questions via email or phone call. You are the
reason our public schools are second to none
- and you deserve the best possible representation. I will always have that truth at the forefront of my mind and heart as I continue to
serve in this vital role.

Mark Eckert
Mount Olive

I am proud to represent
Morris County for another
two-year term on the NJEA
Delegate Assembly. I will continue to represent all members with my unique perspective
as a longtime Educational Support Professional.
I look forward to working with all
the other representatives of New Jersey to
ensure all voices are heard within Morris
County. Thank you again for your support!

Jefferson

I am proud to represent
Morris County as an NJEA DA
Alternate. I am completing my
twenty third year as an educator. For the past seventeen years I have taught
Spanish in Jefferson Township. I have been a
local union rep for fourteen years and this is
my third year as a Morris County Rep. I have
attended the NEA-RA three times, representing
my local, Jefferson Township EA.
I am a mother, to a daughter in college, and a son, who is a junior in high school.

Vilmary Hernandez
Washington Township

¡Hola! I am a Teacher of
Spanish for the Washington
Township Schools, in Long
Valley. During my 12-year tenure, I became the Chairperson of the MCCEA
Equity Alliance Committee (formerly MLR),
where I continue to evolve contemporary,
inclusive content.
In concert with NJEA, I manifest a
solid association between leaders and staff, as
we represent our collective community diversity. Thank you for this nomination! It would be
my honor to serve our constituents as an Alternate on NJEA’s Delegate Assembly. ¡Gracias
por su voto!

Lisa Mangione
East Hanover

I am looking forward to
filling the seat of Morris
County Delegate Assembly
Alternate for the NJEA Delegate Assembly. I am currently the president of
the East Hanover Education Association. At the
local level, I have also served on the Negotiations Team and PRIDE/FAST Coordinator for
the last few years. It would be an honor for me
to have the opportunity to be a voice for you
and Morris County in Trenton.

Lisa Lamendola
Mount Olive

It is my pleasure to represent the members of Morris
County, and I am grateful to
have the opportunity to
serve in different ways. The position of DA Alternate is an important one because it ensures
our members are fully represented at NJEA.
I am happy to step in when needed
and be a voice for MCCEA. Thank you for
allowing me to represent you.

MCCEA Philanthropic Scholarship Applications are due by April 29, 2022
Visit www.mccea.com for scholarship information and application.

Continue to wear #REDforED on Wednesdays.
It’s about protecting students & public schools.
Stand up for yourself and for your students!

E-mail the County Line
photos, articles
& information:
countyline@mccea.com
MCCEA Website:
www.mccea.com
Change of address:
www.njea.org

First Class Mail
A Broadway Brunch!
Celebrate Your Retirement
by Laurie Schorno
at the MCCEA
While some of you were gearing up for the Super Bowl
Retirement Dinner
game or clearing the newly fallen snow, several other MCCEA

members spent a fun-filled morning attending the Brunch on
Broadway virtual tour. This free event, which was open to all
The Meadow Wood
members and their families, was almost an hour and a half of history, trivia, and just plain fun!
Did you know the original theater district was in Herald Square, named after the home
Registration begins at 5PM
of New York newspaper, “The Herald?” Times Square, also renamed after the famous newspaContact your membership per, was originally a section known as Longacre Square.
Do you know the difference between “Broadway” and “off-Broadway?” Not the locachair for invitation details.
tion, as most of us think, but the number of seats the theater can hold. Any theater that has at
Games
least a five hundred seat capacity is considered “on Broadway.” Obviously, anything under five
Prizes
hundred is “off-Broadway”. There is no difference in the quality of the show, but some theaters
Giveaways! cut their seating capacity to four hundred and ninteynine because the actors get paid considAll members and their erably less. As an educator, can you imagine getting paid forty nine percent less than your
colleagues based on the number of students in your classes?
families are
Did you know that the Times Square building was originally a hotel built and owned
invited for a day of fun
by Pabst Blue Ribbon? The property the building stands on, currently most known for the New
at the
Year’s ball drop, is the most expensive real estate in the world, yet the building remains empty.
MCCEA Family Fun More than $23 million per year is made on billboard ads alone. With that kind of money, who
needs tenants?
Spring Fest!
Many of us have heard of “ghost lights,” the lone bulb that remains on all night in theSunday, June 12, 2022 aters to keep the ghosts off the stages. On March 20, 2019 nobody realized that those single
Morris Plains VFW
bulbs would be the only lights to shine on New York City stages for one year and nine months,
with each one remaining on until the opening or reopening of a show. The last bulb to remain
10am-2pm
standing was at the Hudson Theater, which reopened at the end of February, just two weeks
Questions?
Contact Ann Marie Finnen, shy, of the two year anniversary, when the theater district went dark.
There was so much more, and lots of laughs! The Social Activities Committee has
MCCEA PRIDE Chair
many more opportunities throughout the spring. Check the MCCEA website at
amfinnen7470@gmail.com
www.mccea.com for up-to-date information and registration links.
973-368-7507

Wednesday, June 1, 2022

